
  CENTRAL STATISTICAL OFFICE                         al. Niepodległości 208, 00-925 Warszawa

1  Voivodship code .......................................................................... 

2 Dwelling number assigned  

3 by Regional Statistical Office ............................................................      KSZTAŁCENO USTAWICZNELIFELONG LEARNING

4 ZD file number ..................................................................... 

5  Number of a person in a household......................................................................... Additional LFS file

6  Gender code .......... ................................................................................... ................ II quarter 2003 

7  Reason for lack of questionnaire ...................................................................................................... 

 Section  1. Educational attainmentEducational Attainment  Section  2. Participation in regular education system  (cont.)

1  What is the field of highest level of education  4  What system of regular education have you attended? 

 you succesfully completed? * full-time ....................................................................................1

* Teacher training and education science ............................... * weekend ..................................................................................................2

* foreign languages........................................................................... * evening ............................................................... 3 5

* Humanities, languages and arts............................ * other, specify? ................................................. 4

* management and marketing.................................................. 5  What kind of school have you attended ?

* Social sciences, business and law ............................................ * state (public)..................................................................................................1

* Life science (Biology and Environmental science)............................................* non-state (non-public)...............................................................2 6

* Physical science (Physics, Chemistry and Earth science) ............................................6 What is the field of education you have attended?

* Mathematics and statistics ........................................................... * Teacher training and education science ...............................

* Computer science ......................................................................... 2 * foreign languages...........................................................................

* Computer use....................................................... * Humanities, languages and arts............................

* Science, mathematics and computing  ..................................... * management and marketing..................................................

* Engineering, manufacturing and construction ............................ * Social sciences, business and law ............................................

* Agriculture and veterinary  ............................................................ * Life science (Biology and Environmental science)............................................

* Health and social welfare ....................................................... * Physical science (Physics, Chemistry and Earth science) ............................................

* Services ................................................................................. * Mathematics and statistics ...........................................................7

* General programmes .............................................................. * Computer science ......................................................................... 

* I can't specify ................................................................ * Computer use.......................................................

* Science, mathematics and computing  .....................................

  Section  2. Participation in regular education system * Engineering, manufacturing and construction ............................

* Agriculture and veterinary  ............................................................

2  Have you been a student in regular education * Health and social welfare .......................................................

 during the last 12 months? * Services .................................................................................

* YES, I am a student............................................... 1 5 * General programmes ..............................................................

* YES, I was a student ............................................... 2 3 * I can't specify ................................................................

* NO................................................................................3 7   Section  3. Participation in courses, seminars, 

3 What level of regular school education have you attended? conferences, etc. outside the regular education system

* primary school....................................................................................1 7  Have you participated in any courses, seminars, conferences

* lower secondary school..................................................................................................2 or received private lessons, instructions,  

* basic vocational school...............................................................3  participated in other forms of taught activities 

*general secondary school .................................................4 outside the regular education system?

* vocational secondary school ................................................5 4 * YES – I participeted in one (1) taught activity ....................1

* post-secondary school ...........................................................6 * YES - I participeted in two (2) taught activities ...................2 9

* tertiary school (engineering, licentiate courses) ................................7 * YES - I participeted in three (3) taught activities ....................3

*tertiary school (Master degree courses) ..........................8 * YES - I participeted in more than three taught 

* post-graduate studies ............................................ 9             activities ................................................................4 8
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* doctorate studies .................................................. 10 * NO ....................................................................................5 15



 Section  2. Participation in regular education system  (cont.)

conferences, etc. outside the regular education system



  Section 3. Participation in courses, seminars, conferences,   Section 3. Participation in courses, seminars, conferences,  
etc. outside regular school education (cont.)     etc. outside regular school education (cont.)

8 What was the total number of hours 12  Did any part of this taught activity take :   Taught activity
that you have spent on participating place during paid working hours? A B C
 in all taught activities?

9 *  only during paid working hours ................................1 1 1

 (only time spent during the previous  *  mainly during paid working hours ................................2 2 2
12 months should be included) *  mainly outside paid working hours ................................3 3 3 13

9  Duration in number of taught hours for each taught activity. ? *  only outside paid working hours ................................4 4 4

 (only time spent during the previous 12 months should be included) *  I had no job at that time ................................ 5 5 5

Taught activity

13  What is the level of completion   Taught activity
of the taught activity you have taken? A B C

recent activity)

 * I'm still participating in taught activity ................................................................1 1 1
10  * I've stopped participating in taught activity ................................................................2 2 2 15

 * I have completed taught activity ................................................................     3 3 3 14

10  What were your main reasons Taught activity
 for participating in this taught activity? A B C 14 Did you obtained written conformation   Taught activity

 of completion of this taught activity, A B C

 *job related (professional) reasons .............................1 1 1 11   e.g. diploma, certificate, attest)?

 * personal or social reasons ..................... 2 2 2  * yes .............................................................................................1 1 1 15

 * no ..................................................................................2 2 2

11   Which was the field/subject  Taught activity
 of this taught activity? A B C

* Teacher training and education science ....................................  Section 4. Participation in informal education

* foreign languages ...............................................................

* Humanities, languages and arts, 15  Did you use any of the following methods for 
 .................................................................  non-taught learning which wasn’t part of a taught  Tak Nie

* management and marketing .................................................. activity or Program of studies  

* Social sciences, business and law .................................... during the previous 12 months?

* Life science (including Biology  a)  Self studying by making use of printed material  
and Environmental science)............................................ (e.g. professional books, magazines and the like  .......................................................................1 0

* Physical science (including Physics b)  Online internet based web education .....................................................1 0

Chemistry and Earth science)......................................................... c)  Studying by making use of educational 

* Mathematics and statistics ...............................................  broadcasting or offline computer based  

* Computer science ............................................................... programes, audio or videotapes 16

* Computer use ...........................................   ................................................................... 1 0

* Science, mathematics and computing d) Self studying by visiting facilities   
(no distinction possible) ............................................................ aimed at transmitting educational content

* Engineering, manufacturing and (library, learning centres etc.) ...............................................................1 0

construction ...........................................................

* Agriculture and veterinary ..................................................

* Health and social welfare .............................................

* Services......................................................................

* General programmes ..............................................................
16 Participation  

direct participation (respondent) 1

* I can't specify ......................................................
in the survey: 

participation via another member of the household2
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 Section 5. Supplementary information
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